metta
Global Conscious Community Network

metta’s vision
empowering the co-age
Metta’s vision is to create a global hub network that
will interconnect and empower the emerging planetary
community of conscious co-creators. Integrating unique social
networking technology with community networking domes
and centres, events, a think tank and more; Metta’s global
sharing platform will enable partnerships through intention,
resource-sharing, crowdsourcing and community direction
towards the most beautiful realities we can imagine together.

a global conscious
community network
Across the world, millions of people and countless groups are aspiring towards
embodying new ways of living that are in harmony with nature and personal well-being.
As the planet’s economic and ecological future reaches heightened levels of strain
and crisis, these groups collectively provide an incubation platform for an evolving
humanity. Together they embody a vision of family, compassion, co-operation,
collaboration, sharing, sustainability and self-empowerment that transcends the challenges
and legacies of the increasingly vulnerable industrial paradigm.
The Metta network is inspired by the dream of a new planetary community which is
collectively designed by humanity’s conscious paradigm-changers. This community and
all the projects it supports and nourishes will embody a solution-oriented vision of a
conscious world.

The community is open to all.

“This new civil
body of social
networking that
joins individuals
together
worldwide is
set to become
a major feature
of an integrated
planetary society”
Ervin Laszlo

Metta will empower and network this community through the provision of a state-ofthe-art, global technology and communications infrastructure including a new social
networking technology - Noomap.

socially inspired
communities
Metta will network people and groups
working as socially inspired communities
(SICs) that will make up the planetary
conscious community. Inspired by patterns
in nature, our networking technology will
allow these groups to self-organise into
groups and co-create in harmony.
SICs can take a myriad of legal and
technical forms. Individual people can join
communities that appeal to them through
social networking. What characterises
them is their common values:
• Common purpose and heart-based
intentions
• Sharing, collaboration and equality
• Sustainable approach to resources
• Self empowerment and organisation
• The honoring of local, community
bonds
• Personal balance and well being
• Service to all

noomap social
networking catalyses
co-creation
Our technology - Noomap - has
been purpose designed to help people
self-organise into socially inspired
communities and co-create. Based
on the design principle of natural
systems, Noomap is a stepping stone
to a resource based economy. It will
naturally empower realities where
the needs of all can be understood
in a just and fair way. Using Noomap,
communities can:
• group together through intention
• share and crowd-direct visions
• map shared skills, resources,
connections and ideas
• problem solve
• submit innovations to the global
community think tank

• network
• individually or personally share, gift and
exchange
• crowd-skill, crowd-fund, crowd-resource,
crowd-share
• develop community knowledge banks
• develop community management systems
• connect local communities, projects and
activities

inspiring conscious co-creation
Metta wil provide ways for conscious groups and people to meet and co-create face to
face. It will do this through local hub ‘stations’ networked across the world. Social activities
are fully integrated with Noomap technology to allow for after-event connection and cocreation with other online communities.

international Think Tank where projects
can be explored and resourced.

Expo

Hubs will raise the profile of conscious
living and solutions through a common
message, marketing, PR, art, media and film.  
We will do this at national and local levels.

Metta hubs will provide sustainable, flagship
exhibition centres and meeting venues,
community centres and mobile roadshows.
People can visit to participate in co-creation
activities and get a taste of conscious
community living. Our community centres will
be networked by Noomap touchscreen tables.

Embodiment
Our co-creators will invest in
environments that support principles of
conscious living such as heart coherence,
resource-sharing and collaboration. This
will allow the network to dually invest in
hubs and communities simultaneously

Harmonic Gaming
Hubs will provide harmonic gaming and cocreation services that can be used by local
communities to bond together in their
intentions and intuitively co-create solutions to
problems. Harmonics works hand in hand with
Noomap technology.

Awareness Raising

Conscious Living
Co-creation Events and
Global Summits
Hubs will deliver events at local, national
and global levels where individuals,
groups and organisations can attend and
participate in co-creation and community
activities. These events can be inspiration,
project or community led.

Mapping
Hubs will have dedicated mapping teams
who work with communities to map
ideas, solutions and knowledge in a central
repository. Data can be used for local
level co-creation and be published to the

Access will be provided to conscious living
specialists for people that are interested in
the human aspects of community creation.

empowerment
through collaboration
Metta will provide a partnership framework and toolkit to enable conscious
communities to collaborate and co-create together to deliver its vision.

Collaborative Global Hub Network and Forum
We will create a Metta network comprised
of a web of national, regional and sub-regional
community empowerment hubs. These hubs
will work to a shared vision and standards
co-ordinated by a shared global hub. This
includes the development of a shared message
that transcends the agendas of local hub
projects, so that the common interests of the
unified group can be powerfully represented.  
Hub activities will be managed locally by
co-creating organisations and communities
to decentralise the overall operation and
empower local people. The global hub will
co-ordinate the sharing of tools and solutions
with collaborating hubs – both existing and
new - including technology, communications,
resources and development approaches.

Our vision is that these hubs will work together
to deliver a portfolio of services.
All community hub operators will become
members of an international operating
forum. The forum will act as a co-creative
committee to determine how hubs can best cocreate, share approaches and resources.

Resources and Conscious
Philanthropy
Hubs will help communities to co-ordinate
the use of their resources with the
vision of ensuring all basic needs are met.
Community ownership of resources will be
facilitated through technology and Metta’s
community investment and empowerment
model.

Co-creation
Hubs will provide dedicated co-creation
facilitators to help hub teams and their
communities work together in selfempowering, self-organising and socially
inspired ways. Our co-creation tools and
methodologies work hand in hand with
Metta’s co-creation games and technology.

Global Community Think
Tank
Using Metta’s social network, hubs
will work locally to capture and map
innovations, resources and ideas from
local host sites. These ideas and
solutions will be captured in an online
Global Community Think Tank that
will be represented by community
ambassadors.
The ambassadors will include specialists in the 12 key fields of the planetary community’s
think tank and representatives from network operators. The Think Tank will guide the
Community Hub Forum with its operations and where resources are available, it can
provide intelligence to investors
and co-creators.

”These social innovations
and design systems call
forth our better nature in
groups and in community.
Imagine a continuous flow
of such golden innovations
entering the wheel in each
sector of the living organism.
It is the new body politic
coming alive”

Barbara Marx Hubbard,
Conscious Evolution

metta
a co-creative partnership
Metta is a co-creation of a number of socially inspired
communities working in partnership:
•  Earth Star Network - global co-creation network for
conscious society
•  Harmonics - co-creation through gaming and harmonic
education
•  Heartland Project - visitor centre of holistic well being, new
science, self development, renewable technology and ecological
sustainability
•  Noomap - social networking technology empowering
communities and co-creation
•  Project Venture Philanthropy - visions of a conscious
economy
•  The Reset - constitutional re-set ensuring peoplecare,
earthcare and fairshare
•  Unity Now - local and global community events programme
bringing together conscious co-creators to build a harmonious
world free from fear

Contact spiritualphilanthropy@gmail.com

